Securitized Transition Costs: Rethinking Who Wins and Who Loses

Securitization of revenues is an efficient financial innovation that first reached electric utilities during their transition to competition. Because securitization is being used as a device for coping with stranded costs, the dialogue over its implementation has become mired in peripheral issues that cloud our evaluations of it. In all likelihood, it promises neither the salvation of utilities nor the death of competition.
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Utilities that face restructuring are coming to insist on stranded cost securitization as a quid pro quo for a rate freeze or rollback. The utilities usually can show that the present value of the saving for small customers justifies the costs of issuing the securities. In response, consumer advocates often note that the undiscounted sum of a financed payment stream exceeds that of an unfinanced one, and potential competitors fear that the proceeds of a securitization will allow the utility to price below cost and to eliminate them from the market. In reality though, the savings from securitization are small and highly sensitive to financial forecasts, and the predatory elimination of competitors may be an inferior use of the cash produced by the securities. In fact, some states (but not California) require utilities to use the bond proceeds to restructure their finances. Why, then, do utilities want securitization, and how will it affect future competition?

The financial and legal commu-
nities are now debating the answers to these very questions. It is difficult to answer them because, in important ways, securitization is a variant of secured lending, an institution whose logic we scarcely understand. (California’s law calls the stream of payments that collateralizes rate reduction bonds “transition property.”) Both economics and law lack theories that can explain the observed pattern of secured credit and definitively evaluate its economic efficiency.\(^1\)

Further complicating matters, securitization’s effects on an industry’s risk and cost of capital will depend on such institutional details as regulation.\(^2\)

To help put securitization in perspective, I will begin by discussing its history, its scope, and the puzzles that the phenomenon presents to economic and legal experts. I will then apply the discussion to electric industry restructurings. Discussions of stranded cost securitization are often notable for their inattention to the securities themselves. They instead center on the still worthwhile topic of whether utilities should collect strandings at all.\(^3\) Perhaps inadvertently, this emphasis has led to analytical distortions and omissions that warrant the reexamination that follows.

I. Whence Came Securitization?

“Securitization” only entered the language of finance in 1977.\(^4\)

The practice evolved over the 1970s to cope with a growing demand for mortgage funds in the then-prosperous housing industry. Its logic was to aggregate a large group of illiquid individual mortgages by using them to collateralize securities that “passed through” their payoffs. The securities backed by those mortgages would be liquid and tradeable, earning a return for investors and supplying additional funds to mortgage lenders. Other securitizations of varying riskiness soon followed, including credit card receivables, home equity credit, equipment leases, Small Business Administration loans, third-world debt, and lower grade (“junk”) corporate bonds.\(^5\)

In 1996, total issuance of asset-backed securities in the United States was $143.8 billion, 25 percent higher than in 1995.\(^6\) Because they are earmarked for payment from dependable income streams, these securities often carry higher ratings than other debt of their issuers.\(^7\)

While securitizations in electricity broadly resemble those seen in other industries, electrical rate reduction bonds (RRBs) are not backed by defined claims on identifiable debtors.\(^8\)

II. Stranded Cost Securitizations in Electricity

A. The Experience Thus Far

As of this writing, only California’s utilities have issued RRBs.\(^9\) Pursuant to “Financing Orders” from the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), the state’s three large corporate utilities have issued approximately $5 billion in RRBs that will finance 10 percent reductions in the rates of residential and small commercial customers through December 31, 2001.\(^10\)

Those customers will be solely responsible for paying off the bonds, a process that will end in 2008.\(^11\)

These first California RRB issuances have been at interest rates commensurate with securitizations of similar maturities in other industries. Edison International’s (Southern California Edison) $2.463 billion December 1997 issue carried an “aaa” rating and an average yield of 6.38 percent on maturities ranging from 1 to 10 years, and Pacific Gas & Electric’s (PG&E’s) issue performed similarly.\(^12\) Moody’s expects that utilities will issue between $50 and $75 billion of RRBs over the next...
4 years, against total strandings that Moody’s estimates at $132 billion.  

Pennsylvania’s Public Utility Commission recently authorized PECO Energy to securitize up to $4 billion of its stranded costs, with a claimed savings to ratepayers of approximately $200 million per year. This was part of a settlement to end litigation that had delayed issuance of previously authorized RRBs. New laws in Massachusetts and Illinois allow those states’ utilities to securitize their strandings, but bonds have yet to be issued.  

California’s RRBs have been issued under the auspices of the state’s Infrastructure and Redevelopment Bank, a hitherto idle agency established prior to electrical restructuring. In Pennsylvania, state agencies (other than the PUC) will not participate in the issuance of RRBs. In the language of securitization, California’s bank is a “credit enhancer,” which will lower the necessary interest on the RRBs, while its own riskiness will presumably increase as they are issued. The most important difference between California and Pennsylvania is in their strictures on expenditure of the proceeds. Pennsylvania requires the issuing utility to subject its planned disposition to the PUC, and the Commission is to specify that the funds will be used primarily to reduce stranded costs and “the related capitalization.” California’s law specifies no allocation of the receipts and provides for no regulatory oversight of the utility’s use of them.

B. Risk and the Cost of Capital

Secured financing generally raises the riskiness of both the borrower’s existing and future debt. The priority of secured amounts forecloses those amounts from claims by other creditors. For low-risk income streams, however, some have argued that the major effect of securitization is to transform balance sheet receivables into cash, since minor amounts of reserves will cover what risk remains.
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Unless the financial markets are wildly inefficient, securitization’s effect on a utility’s cost of capital is likely to be small. If regulators have done their job properly, its outstanding bonds will carry interest charges that adequately reflect a competitive financial market’s beliefs about their riskiness. Securitization will only lower a utility’s cost of capital if bond raters have systematically overestimated its riskiness in the past, and it will raise that cost only if they have underestimated it. Any effect on the cost of capital is difficult to measure because the bonds are being issued in an environment that analysts cannot “hold constant.” Competition brings added risks, but securitization is a new financing “technology” that brings benefits of its own.

C. The Effect on Rates

Energy will be procured at market prices in the future, but cost-of-service regulation will remain in force for most transmission and distribution services. Whether or not RRBs retire some existing debt, securitization can only cut rates if it procures capital at a lower cost than before. A cut in rates can only come from this interest differential. In practice, lower monthly bills result primarily from the longer payback period rather than from the interest differential. Securitization’s critics often make their cases by adding up undiscounted amounts over the financing period, and, as expected, coming up with minimal effects on risk, at least for the amounts that have been issued.

California’s regulators also expect the bonds to have

Instead of disregarding the basic mathematics of finance, they might be better off to concern themselves with the potential loss of options that results when an overly long payback period forecloses them from chances to benefit from changes in markets that cannot be foreseen today. But, if these lost options are not a serious matter and utilities can, in fact, lower rates by issuing the bonds, why should anyone want to stand in the way? While there is general agreement that present values must be the standard for examination, a gulf separates concept and reality. The hundreds of billions of dollars that separate low and high estimates of stranded costs stem from seemingly minor differences in assumed prices and discount rates. California’s Commission has attempted to get around the problem by requiring a showing of savings under a range of assumptions about power prices and interest rates. Perhaps the most problematic figure of all is the discount rate. Since consumer benefits are at issue, discounting them by the utility’s cost of capital is inappropriate. The range of rates on consumer debt, however, is incredibly wide, and high discount factors that give disproportionate weight to near-term savings will swing the conclusions in favor of securitization. They are dedicating large amounts of the inflow to financial restructurings, but the recovery is also freeing substantial funds for other investments. A year ago, San Diego Gas & Electric’s President noted that cash from recovered strandings was opening a billion dollars in new investment opportunities for his company. More recently, Pacific Gas & Electric paid 40 percent over book value for New England Electric System’s divested generation, acknowledging that healthy cash inflows no longer needed for reinvestment in local generation facilitated the deal. Securitization reshapes the time pattern (and changes some algebraic signs) of cash flows that a utility will receive on recoveries that regulators have approved. How efficiently the utility spends the money is a matter for the market to determine. Perhaps in a perverse way, recent research by financial economists should hearten opponents of securitization. Economists have found that firms holding large amounts of cash not needed for reinvestment in established activities generally spend them ineptly. Free cash flows give managers resources to use in ways that may conflict with the interests of shareholders, e.g., on diversifications that are destructive of corporate value. They allow managers to invest in projects that the capital markets would be reluctant to fund on reasonable terms. One major indication that a firm is a candidate for acquisition or takeover is the presence of large cash flows that allow management to bypass Wall Street when deciding on investments. Instead of building competitors, free cash inflows, securitized or not, might well produce the same weak, unfocused companies that they have in other industries. B. Predatory Pricing Predatory pricing is problematic both in theory and practice. Economic folklore contains numerous stories that turn out to have little basis in the record. Factually, it is difficult to separate anti-competitive predation from the desirable competition that happens when a low-cost seller successfully under-
prices a higher cost seller. Economists and lawyers continue to debate which measure of cost (marginal or average variable, among others) should be the baseline for predation, and how long a price below cost must persist to harm competition. Economic theory postulates prerequisites for successful predation that are seldom met in the real world. Neither facts nor theory have deterred some critics from asserting that securitization will facilitate predation by incumbent utilities that will thereafter enjoy long and prosperous monopolies.

Securitization and predation are at best tenuously linked. Whatever a utility’s recovery on a stranded plant, it will bid that plant’s energy into a regional market as long as the price covers the marginal cost. The company’s shareholders may be happier if they recover their investments, but neither success nor failure at recovery will affect its rational strategy for bidding into the market. The price in an energy exchange will be set by the marginal generator and will often exceed the operating cost of, for example, a stranded nuclear unit. Inefficiency in a power exchange only occurs if units with low marginal costs do not bid into it while units with high marginal costs do.

To assert that cash from securitization increases the likelihood of predation is to assert that any firm with substantial cash, however gotten, will want to use it in that way. By these standards, the antitrust authorities should question almost any securitization (or any financing) in any industry. In reality, most securitizations provide additional funds for the issuer’s main line of busi-

I hear his securitization bond sale went quite well.
ness, as they have for mortgage-backed instruments. If securitization produces truly excess liquidity, it should go where it can earn a high return, adjusted for risk. Shareholders might prefer that return in the form of cash for repurchased stock. Predatory pricing is only one of many possible investments, and undertaking it is worthwhile only if the expected profit, discounted over the future, exceeds that of alternative investments. Profitability depends heavily on the likelihood that the expenditure will succeed in driving out incumbent producers or discouraging the entry of new ones, when all parties know that there are limits on what the predator can feasibly spend.

Electricity is an unlikely industry in which to expect successful predation against existing competitors, although in some circumstances it may profitably deter or delay the entry of new rivals. Pricing below cost is unlikely to induce the permanent exit of competitors whose plants are durable, fixed in location, and useless for producing anything other than power. These plants will run as long as price exceeds their operating costs, and the costs of technologies used by newcomers may be less than those of the utility contemplating predation. To keep market prices down, the predator must bid both its efficient and its inefficient plants into the power exchange at low prices. Sustaining post-predation monopoly power requires that imports of inexpensive power be unobtainable (e.g., because loads have been locked in by long-term contracts). Utilities flush with cash from stranding recovery, whether securitized or not, have numerous choices about its use. Predation is but one of those choices, but it can only be undertaken by a company ready to forsake other potentially profitable (and indisputably legal) investments.

### IV. Conclusions

Securitization will come to the table in almost every jurisdiction with significant strandings. Utilities appear to place great value on it for reasons that are unclear. Maybe they see greater risks in “nonbypassable” charges than do outsiders, or maybe executives simply want large pools of up-front cash to invest in projects that the capital markets might reject. Small users will only realize relatively small savings from securitization over the long haul, and those savings depend on industry and capital market developments that no one can foresee. California’s RRBs do not affect large users, whose rates will be frozen during a transition period that terminates in 2001 (with qualifications). If utilities do not collect the allocated transition charges from “headroom” in the frozen rates during that period, the loss is theirs.

Securitization is neither a panacea nor a plague, and most objections to it arise from misunderstandings or are simply another attempt to revisit the issue of stranded cost recovery in a different forum. Since utilities seem to value recovery very highly, however, it can probably be turned into a bargaining chip to speed up the coming of competition or to make the playing field more level. Because securitization imposes a long-term commitment on ratepayers for a questionable benefit that some of them do not want, regulators may treat it as a bargaining chip of their own. At the CPUC meeting approving the issuance of RRBs, Commissioner Jessie J. Knight Jr. told the utilities “As far as I’m concerned you have an advantage,” and that in future decisions “I’m going to skew toward your competitors because they don’t have this advantage.” The real benefits of securitization are quite small, and might turn out to be ironic for utilities. If enough regulators have Commissioner Knight’s attitude, the utilities that securitized might end up envying the utilities that did not.
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